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Preface
Despite the progress made over the years, about 60 percent of sub-Saharan Africa’s population – or 
more than half a billion people - remain without access to electricity. In rural areas, the situation is 
worse, with only one in four Africans having access to electricity. In addition, per capita consumption 
of energy in sub-Saharan Africa (excluding South Africa) is still extremely low at 180 kWh, compared to 
13,000 kWh per capita in the United States, 6,500 kWh in Europe and 2,000 kWh in other developing 
countries.

As part of its efforts to address this situation, the Bank in 2016 launched the New Deal on Energy for 
Africa that has the aspirational goal of achieving universal access to electricity by 2025 – 100 percent 
access in urban areas, 95 percent in rural areas, by promoting on- and off-grid solutions, as well as re-
lated technical advances. The New Deal on Energy for Africa is a partnership-driven effort that facilitates 
the Bank’s collaboration with governments, the private sector, bilateral and multilateral energy sector 
initiatives to develop a Transformative Partnership on Energy for Africa.

A key aspect of the Bank’s work on infrastructure development is its Africa Infrastructure Knowledge 
Program (AIKP) that aims to improve the availability of statistical information on infrastructure develop-
ment across Africa. The AIKP program is intended to provide an effective and sustainable platform for 
data collection and analysis on Africa’s infrastructure sectors, namely: (i) electricity; (ii)
transport; (iii) ICT; and (iv) water and sanitation.   One unique feature of the AIKP is the estimation of 
investment needs in all the infrastructure sectors using mathematical programming models. These mo-
dels seek to catalyze a more active and informed engagement of stakeholders in the development of 
infrastructure investment strategies in Africa.

The current study titled: “Estimating Investment Needs for the Power Sector in Africa 2016-2025”, fo-
cuses only on the energy sector. It has three main objectives: (i) to generate individual country energy 
investment needs using mathematical programming models, (ii) to provide information about the state 
of the energy sector in Africa as a whole and in its five regions individually, and (iii) to provide informa-
tion that helps African countries and regional institutions in determining the optimal set of investments 
needed to meet the demand in their respective countries and regions by 2020, 2025 and 2030.

This report was prepared by the Statistics   Department in close collaboration with the Energy Policy, 
Regulations and Statistics Department.  It includes optimization accounts for country-specific daily de-
mand profiles and solar and wind resource profiles. The report is based on information provided by 
the 48 African countries that have been participating in the AIKP data collection and analysis exercises 
undertaken by the bank over the years as part of its statistical capacity building program (SCB) for Africa. 
The success of this task is therefore entirely due to the commitment of the AIKP country teams based 
in the National Statistics Offices, national infrastructure ministries and other national and sub-regional 
institutions in Africa. On behalf of the AfDB Statistics Team, I would therefore like to express our pro-
found gratitude to all those involved for their enduring commitment to the successful implementation 
of the AIKP work program in general, and for their active participation in the data collection and analysis 
in particular, which has helped to make this exercise a great success.
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My appreciation also goes to the AIKP Team in the Statistics Department, comprising Louis Koua Koua-
kou, Maurice Mubila, Yassine Jmal, and Desire Lakpa who oversaw the implementation of this AIKP task 
and ensured its successful conclusion.

The Statistics Team is also grateful for the productive collaboration with colleagues in the Energy Finan-
cial Solutions, Policy and Regulation Department, Nirina Letsara and Callixte Kambanda, who provided 
critical inputs for this task under the guidance of Wale Shonibare, the Director of their Department and 
currently serving as Acting Vice President for Power, Energy, Climate and Green Growth.

Charles Leyeka Lufumpa
Director, Statistics Department
African Development Bank Group
helped to make this exercise a great success.
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Objectives and approach of the study
Annex IV presents a complete description of the methodology and sources utilized in this study. This 
section offers a narrative summary to the reader in order to better understand how the various esti-
mates have been arrived at and how they should be interpreted. Specifically:

•   Investment needs to meet growing demand and access targets. All work regarding data collection, 
assumptions, modelling activities and optimization are designed so as to estimate optimal investment needs in 
the sector, within a reasonable set of restrictions. 
•   Optimization using the Balmorel model. The Balmorel model is the primary tool utilized in the 
analysis. It applies a wide range of technology and geographic specific data and assumptions pertaining to costs, 
production, resources (water, solar and wind), fuels, distances, etc. to determine the optimal set of investments 
in order to meet demand in each country and region by 2020, 2025 and 2030. Importantly, the optimization ac-
counts for country-specific daily demand profiles and solar and wind resource profiles.
•   Restrictions to the optimization to reflect reality. Because the optimization model is designed to mi-
nimize total system costs, it does not inherently reflect certain technical or practical restrictions that may exist. 
For example, most countries prefer to develop a diversified generation mix, and are not willing to rely entirely 
on power imports to meet demand. Thus, a key aspect of the analysis has been that of introducing reasonable 
restrictions to the model, while maintaining significant opportunity for it to determine optimal investment paths.
•   Interpreting the results of optimization. The results of the modeling are a combination of optimization 
and a set of restrictions, and must be interpreted as such. The results do not predict what will happen in the 
future, but rather what the team has deemed as an optimal yet plausible sector development path. By optimal 
is meant the set of investments that minimize total system costs (including capital, fuel and O&M) for the region 
as a whole.
•   Access expansion. An access expansion model has been developed in order to ensure that country specific 
access expansion paths reflect; i) consistency with the overall targets of the AfDB for the continent, ii) the fact 
that each country has a different starting point in terms of rapidly expanding access, and iii) the various access 
options – on-grid (rural and urban), mini-grid and off-grid.
•   Demand growth and investments access expansion. Demand grows as a result of; i) economic growth 
and electricity consumptions elasticity, and ii) access expansion. Projections for both sources of growth are 
made for each country. In addition to generating additional demand, access expansion generates investment 
needs - directly. Thus, in order to complete investment needs projections for the sector, updated per-connection 
assumptions are made for on-, mini- and off-grid. 

Estimation and uncertainty. 
Making projections 14 years into the future in a market influenced by technology change, political turmoil, 
cross-border relations, economic growth and human behavior is fraught with uncertainty. Several of the methods 
utilized in this analysis rely on prior statistical analyses. The team has very diligently and carefully selected the 
sources for all data and projections for each input. However, whether based on statistical analysis or market re-
search, all projections have uncertainties tied to them. Nonetheless, in utilizing our modeling tools, the analyses 
necessarily arrive at specific investment needs estimates – rather than intervals, as this is not a statistical analy-
sis. This does not imply that we believe that our estimates will turn out to be exactly correct or accurate. Instead, 
these are our best estimates and there is no reasonable manner in which to assign probabilities or intervals.
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The scenarios and sensitivity analyses presented in Chapter 3 illuminate this uncertainty – but also the power that 
policy – can have on the future of Africa.

Executive Summary
How much investment is needed to realize the African Development Bank´s (AfDB) New Deal on Energy for Africa 
(the New Deal)? This is the overriding question that is thoroughly analyzed from the bottom-up for 54 countries 
in Africa, covering generation, inter-connectors, transmission and distribution (T&D), mini-grids and off-grid access 
options. Underlying the analysis is an unprecedented collection of data, high-resolution regional power investment 
optimization and a tailor-made access expansion model for the continent. The answer to this question is an average 
annual investment of 29-39 billion USD until 2025, depending on the continent’s ambition as to avoided greenhouse 
gas (GHG) emissions. In total, 230-310 billion USD is required until 2025, while an additional 190-215 billion USD is 
required for the period 2026-2030. The total average annual investment from 2018 to 2030 is estimated at 32-40 
billion USD, as depicted in the figure below.

Achieving the New Deal’s Universal Access Vision
AfDB’s New Deal on Energy for Africa 2016-2025. The starting point for this analysis is the AfDB’s “aspirational vi-
sion to achieve universal access to electricity by 2025 – 100% access in urban areas and 95% access in rural areas.” 
The Strategy goes further in terms of establishing “strategic building blocks to achieve universal access”, which by 
2025 include 130 million new grid connections and 75 million end-users benefiting from off-grid solutions. 

If the New Deal’s aspirational vision is realized, it is estimated that about one billion Africans will gain access 
modern energy services by 2025. Such a rate of access expansion would be unprecedented for Africa and would 
require a major policy and financing push, as well as favorable macro-economic conditions. However, the analyses 
presented in this report confirms that an emerging “continuum” of access levels and decentralized power systems 
coupled with rapidly evolving business models, plummeting renewables costs and blossoming energy efficiency op-
tions likely means that the AfDB´s vision of universal access can be realized at a lower cost than previously expected. 

It is important to recognize that every country has a unique starting point, and efforts and investments will have 
to be tailored to these conditions. Accordingly, for the sake of this analysis, a tailor-made model has been deve-

Figure 0.1 Depiction of required investment ramp-up to achieve universal access targets of the New Deal and beyond 
into 2030 (the figure draws on the analysis results but is for illustrative purposes only).
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loped to project access expansion paths across countries and access types in line with AfDB’s New Deal targets. 
Specifically, each of the 54 countries have different starting points and they will all follow unique paths (and pace) 
to universal access. Nonetheless, the AfDB targets are so ambitious that most countries must see rapid access ex-
pansion and some form of “convergence” if these targets are to be met. The model developed for this study takes 
account of, among others, the current access rates, population density, poverty, and investment climates for each 
country to determine the pace and relative importance of grid, mini-grid and off-grid. Ultimately, the analysis does 
not take a view on the realism of these targets but quantifies the requirements.

Regional optimization of investments and system operations
When it comes to optimization, network integration and (implied) system operations at the regional level, each 
region has a unique starting point and optimal development path. For this study, a tailored Balmorel Model is 
deployed in order to optimize technology choices and supply options for each country and region. Among other 
features, the model accounts for the cost and physical characteristics of wide range of generation technologies, 
inter-connection options and costs, country-specific daily demand profile estimates and actual daily variable re-
newable resource profiles and inter-action between supply options in meeting peak demand. While several model-
ling restraints have been introduced so as to reflect real-world constraints, such complex optimizations often yield 
unexpected results. 

Africa currently has an unprecedented 80 GW of new capacity under construction. This limits the need for additio-
nal investments until 2025, and even introduces likely surpluses in Eastern and Southern Africa. About 49 percent 
(39 GW) of this new capacity is added in Northern Africa, which also is set to retire 19 GW during the period. Central 
Africa, on the other hand, has a mere one GW under construction compared to East Africa’s 12 GW. At the continent 
level, these numbers should offer hope, as they indicate that there already is a certain level of momentum in terms 
of achieving the New Deal’s targets.

In East Africa, a forecasted near-term power supply surplus 
eventually evolves into a more than quadrupling of installed 
capacity by 2030, with the inter-play between large reservoirs 
and solar power a key feature particularly towards 2030. The 
region is forecasted to undergo significant system integration 
over the period with some unexpected evolutions in exports 
and imports, as countries look to meet growing demand and 
utilize comparative resource advantages. As can be seen from 
the figure to the right, the East-African region is expected to 
develop a diverse generation mix, with solar and batteries 
making up the lion’s share of investment by 2030 in several 
countries. 

In Southern Africa, the expectations of continued sluggish 
growth and decreasing energy intensity in South Africa dam-
pens forecasted demand growth and new investment requi-
rements, especially until 2025. With no dedicated emission 
reduction efforts or policies in the Reference Scenario, coal 
power in South Africa continues to dominate the generation 
mix, although large reservoir hydropower and, towards the 
end of the period, solar power make important contributions. 
The power system is already highly integrated and the region, 
particularly some smaller countries, are set to reap significant 
benefits from this integration.  Only limited additional invest-
ments in new inter-connectors are deemed optimal.
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In Western Africa, growing energy demand is met through 
significant investments in natural gas power plants, solar 
and reservoir hydropower, resulting in more than a tripling 
of installed capacity by 2030. Investments in generation 
are complemented by a number of new inter-connectors, 
allowing the region to fully utilize its potential and develop 
a diverse generation mix. The projected energy mix is do-
minated by solar, hydro power with reservoirs and natural 
gas, with the latter playing a particularly important role.

In Central Africa, few generation projects are currently 
under construction, and significant new investments are 
required already by 2025 in order to meet the forecasted 
demand increase. Furthermore, because few of the power 
markets in the region are meaningfully connected at pre-
sent, investments in new inter-connectors are crucial for 
the development of an integrated and well-functioning 
power system. By 2030, installed capacity in the region is 
expected to quadruple, primarily as a result of investments 
in large run-of-river hydropower projects in the Democratic 
Republic of Congo and Cameroon as well as solar power 
complemented by utility-scale batteries and reservoir hy-
dro.

In Northern Africa, most countries are already at or near 
full access. Electricity demand growth is therefore prima-
rily driven by the forecasted economic growth in the region 
and particularly in Egypt. By 2030, installed capacity is fore-
cast to be near double, with substantial investments made 
in solar and natural gas power plants. Some renewable 
energy projects and a significant number of natural gas 
power plants are already under construction, considerably 
reducing the required additional investment in generation 
by 2025. Furthermore, it is found optimal to invest in new 
inter-connectors for all countries except Egypt, although 
the amount of tradable power within the region is modest 
compared to its total electricity demand.

Continent-wide investment needs to achieve New Deal

It is estimated that a minimum of 32 billion USD per year 
must be invested on average up until 2030 to realize the 
New Deal. This estimate is based on regional system-wide 
optimizations. Deviations from a pure region-wide cost-mi-
nimization strategy will lead to higher costs and likely hi-
gher investment needs. The scenario analyses in this study 
explore the implications of deviations from pure system 
cost minimization.
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The introduction of dedicated emission reduction ambitions and/or carbon pricing (a Low Carbon Scenario) 
has dramatic impacts on the optimal generation mix, investment requirements and system cost levels. In 
order to simulate the implications of global efforts to reduce emissions in the African power sector, a carbon 
price was introduced to the optimization in a separate Low Carbon Scenario. In terms of system cost, the car-
bon price  has the most prominent effect on the power system in Southern Africa, reducing the reliance on coal 
power plants in favor of wind, solar and hydro. This effect is also considerable for Eastern and Western Africa, 
since these regions rely on natural gas and partially coal in the Reference Scenario. Greenhouse gas emissions 
in the Low Carbon Scenario are forecasted to be nearly 35 percent lower than the Reference Scenario in 2025 
and about 40 percent lower in 2030. 2030 emission reductions as compared to the Reference Scenario amount 
to 235 million ton of CO2-equivalent per year, equal to half the 2016 emissions of South Africa . Such a green 
shift, in accordance with the Nationally Determined Contributions set forth by all African countries during the 
2015 COP 21 in Paris, would imply an increase of total system costs in 2030 by approximately five percent and 
an increase of annual investment needs over the forecasted period by 30 percent. Specifically, the Low Carbon 
Scenario would imply an increase in total system costs for Africa of 5.8 billion USD per year from 2030. As this 
amount would represent the cost to the African power system of a low carbon development path, it could be 
treated as a reference amount when considering climate financing from developing countries, as envisioned 
under the Paris Agreement.

A separate Trade Stagnation Scenario where inter-connector investments are severely limited reveals that 
while regional integration has surprisingly limited aggregate impacts on the continental level, it is nonethe-
less critical for several smaller countries that stand to benefit significantly from lower cost imports. The 
limited aggregate impact is primarily driven by the dominant role of the larger power systems and the fact 
that a number of major inter-connectors already are under construction. However, Burundi, Eritrea, Swaziland, 
Lesotho, Benin, Togo, Chad, Gabon and Mauritania among other will reap significant benefits from increased 
integration. The relative benefits of trade also differ between regions due to the countries’ different levels 
of dependency on cross-border power trade. While it is found optimal to trade significant amount of power 
for countries in Central, Eastern and Western Africa, countries in Southern and Northern Africa trade lower 
amount of power relative to the total electricity demand in the regions. However, while total investment in 
inter-connectors by 2030 is a mere 8.9 billion USD, this increased integration results in an estimated 3.4 billion 
USD reduction in annual system costs across the continent. 

Compared with the less ambitious Business-as-Usual Scenario (BaU), the New Deal access expansion vision 
implies a ramping up of investment by approximately 45 percent, or about 130 billion USD over the next 13 
years. This is equal to an average increase of USD 10 billion per year. While the lion’s share of this increase is 
related to T&D investments, the New Deal Scenario also impacts generation, as it implies an additional 38 GW 
of installed capacity compared with the BaU Expansion Scenario. The additional capacity consists mainly of 
natural gas and hydropower plants as well as solar and utility-scale batteries. Notably, the New Deal Scenario 
only results in a marginal increase of the total investment cost for Northern Africa because the region already 
has near universal access.

Implications of analysis for AfDB and its New Deal on Energy

The AfDB has embarked on its New Deal agenda in the midst of an exciting transition for the global energy 
sector. Renewable energy sources are already the most competitive sources of power in most markets and 
costs continue to fall. Energy efficient solutions are becoming wide-spread and we are witnessing a general 
weakening of the coupling between economic growth and demand for electricity which is likely to dampen 

1 Based on the team’s review of a range of estimates including World Energy Outlook 2016 and Bloomberg New Energy Finance 2017, and is set equal to USD 20 per ton of CO2-equi-
valent emitted in 2020, USD 30 in 2025, and USD 40 in 2030.
2 Available at: http://www.globalcarbonatlas.org/en/CO2-emissions
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future demand growth while also increasing the economic value of every kWh delivered. Low cost variable 
renewables will put national and regional power systems to the test, while utility-scale battery solutions 
likely will come into full maturity during the New Deal timeframe. Finally, off-grid solutions are now offering 
a more complex understanding of what constitutes access. Mini-grids will likely contribute to more decen-
tralized generation, which will also dampen transmission investment needs.
For the most part, these developments are foreseen and incorporated in this analysis and drive much of the 
results and estimates. All in all, these developments contribute to making the ambitions of the New Deal 
less overwhelming and more achievable. AfDB will need to be at the forefront of anticipating and leveraging 
on these developments.

Achieving universal access is possible and perhaps requires less additional funding than previously thought, 
but progress is already lagging. The estimates presented in this study indicate an investment requirement of 
some 29-39 billion USD per year in order to achieve universal access, if an optimal investment plan is realized. 
This implies that with good regional planning and wise investment decisions, Africa can achieve its high am-
bitions within a reasonable investment window. This analysis would indicate that the AfDB can champion the 
view that with good and coordinated investment decisions by public, private, and multilateral investors the 
New Deal is possible. However, when it comes to access expansion, the indication is that the pace is 
already too slow when comparing the base year of 2016 with what must be achieved by 2025.

The additional costs for Africa in pursuing a low carbon development path are laid out in this report and pro-
vide AfDB with an opportunity to front the case for these costs being covered by the global community. The 
global policy agenda already points in this direction. The global community wants to see a “clean development 
path” for Africa, and most international funders are no longer willing to finance fossil-fuel based generation 
sources. Specifically, the Low Carbon Scenario implies 10 billion USD in additional annual investment and 5.8 
billion USD in additional annual system costs from 2030 compared to the reference scenario. While the costs 
are not astronomical, they are real and ultimately put an estimated price tag on the annual cost for the conti-
nent pursuing such a development path. Surely, AfDB is in a position to front Africa´s case for the international 
community to cover these costs.
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1 Electricity access and demand
Underlying the AfDB´s New Deal on Energy for Africa3 is the recognition that access to modern energy services is 
a prerequisite for development. Notably, the demand for electricity services and access rates in Africa are no lon-
ger tied to grid expansion by a 1:1 ratio. Increasingly, these services are being provided by a continuum of on-grid, 
mini-grid and off-grid services. As economic growth persists, technology costs fall and business/financing models 
improve, the unserved population will obtain access through one of several service options and levels. The African 
Development Bank (AfDB) Strategy incorporates this reality, as does the analysis found in Section 1.1.

Section 1.2 forecasts the demand to be served by grid-connected infrastructure, as a function of economic growth 
and industrialization , as well as increasing household and service access. As the analysis below illustrates, the 
combination of economic growth and rapid access expansion implies a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) in 
demand of nearly 5.7 percent until 2030.

1.1 Electricity access projections
The AfDB’s New Deal on Energy for Africa has as its “aspirational vision” to “achieve universal access to electri-
city by 2025 – 100% access in urban areas and 95% access in rural areas.” This is admittedly highly ambitious, yet 
also comes at a time of transition, or even revolution, in the way we both measure access and the way in which the 
power sector of the future is expected to be built out. It also comes at a time when utility-scale solar power has 
become fully competitive with all other sources and prices continue to fall. It also comes at a time when the global 
community has committed itself to pursuing universal access electricity and a clean development path for Africa. 

Rather than take a view as to the feasibility of this “aspirational vision”, this analysis sets out to assess the costs 
and investments required to achieve it. A tailor-made model has been developed to project access expansion paths 
across countries and access types in line with AfDB’s New Deal targets. Each of the 54 countries have different star-
ting points, and they will all follow unique paths to universal access. Nonetheless, the AfDB targets are so ambitious 
that most countries must see rapid access expansion and some form of “convergence” if these targets are to be met. 
The model developed for this study takes account of, among others, the current access rates, population density, 
poverty, and investment climates for each country to determine the pace and relative importance of grid, mini-grid 
and off-grid expansion. Please refer to Part A of Annex IV for a more detailed description of the model.

As presented in the figure below, nearly 190 million new on-grid, mini-grid, and off-grid connections will have to 
be added across Africa between 2016 and 2025, in order to achieve AfDB’s vision for Africa. By 2030 the number 
of new connections is forecast to exceed 240 million. This ambitious expansion program would provide all the 408 
million households in Africa with access to electricity by 2030. Off-grid solutions play an important role in terms of 
achieving the 2025 targets, with the number of such connections peaking at around 85 million in 2025. After 2025, 
the number of off-grid connections are expected to decline year-on-year, as national and mini-grids expand. 

3 Available at: https://www.afdb.org/fileadmin/uploads/afdb/Documents/Generic-Documents/Bank_s_strategy_for_New_Energy_on_Energy_for_Africa_EN.pdf

4 Please refer to Part B of Annex IV for a more detailed description of the methodology and assumptions underpinning the demand projections.
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The resulting urban, rural, and total connection rates are found in the figure below. While all urban households are 
forecast to have access to electricity by 2025, a lower starting point and higher cost per connection means that full 
rural access only is realized in 2030. 

As outlined above, unique urban and rural access expansion paths are modelled for each country . Box 1 below vi-
sualizes these, aggregated for the five regions. Total access paths for individual countries are found in Box 2. There 
are striking differences in the challenges facing the different groups of countries. Many African countries will be 
confronting major funding and institutional capacity constraints in lifting access rates significantly and at a rapid 
pace.

5 Please refer to Part A of Annex IV for a more detailed description of the methodology and assumptions underpinning the access projections.

Figure 1-1. Access expansion projections under the New Deal

Figure 1-2. Urban and rural access rates (2016, 2020, 2025, 2030)
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Box 1 Forecasted access expansion paths, aggregated by region
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Box 2 Forecasted access expansion paths, by country
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1.2 Electricity demand projections
The forecasted electricity demand aggregates the organic demand growth following from increased economic acti-
vity (GDP growth) and the effects of the unprecedented access expansion program presented in the previous sec-
tion to forecast net on-grid electricity demand for each country.

The total net electricity consumption in Africa for 2016 is estimated to 652 terawatt-hours (TWh). As seen in the 
figure below, net consumption is forecast to reach 1,080 TWh/year by 2025, and around 1,400 TWh/year in 2030. 
This implies a CAGR of 5.7 percent between 2016 and 2030, marking a noticeable break from the 3.7 percent CAGR 
over the past 10 years estimated by the International Energy Agency (IEA) in their 2016 World Energy Outlook . 

The methodology and assumptions underpinning the demand projections are described in detail in Part B of Annex 
IV, while tabulated year-by-year net demand numbers for each country are found in Annex III.

To allow a closer look at the forecasted 2025 net demand numbers for each region, these are presented separately 
in the figure below.

6 Available at: https://www.iea.org/newsroom/news/2016/november/world-energy-outlook-2016.html

Figure 1-3. Forecasted net electricity demand by region (2016, 2020, 2025, and 2030)
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Each of the five regions have their own growth stories. It is notable that despite strong demand growth 
in Central, Western, and Eastern Africa, their combined 2025 demand is still forecast to be lower than that 
of Southern Africa.
     •  Eastern Africa. Driven by strong forecasted GDP growth in the economic engines of Ethiopia and 
Kenya combined with the second most ambitious grid expansion on the continent, the region is expected 
to see the highest demand growth of all the five regions up to 2025, with a CAGR of 11.1 percent. 
     •  Southern Africa. Due to low forecasted GDP growth and high base-year electrification rates in Sou-
th Africa, the Southern region is forecast to have the lowest relative growth rate leading up to 2025 at a 
CAGR of 3.2 percent. As a result, demand in Northern Africa is expected to overtake Southern Africa by 
2020. Likewise, Egypt is forecast to surpass South Africa as the largest electricity market on the continent 
between 2020 and 2025.
     •  Western Africa. With nearly 50 million new connections before 2025, corresponding to almost 60 
TWh of annual consumption, the 9.8 percent demand growth CAGR up to 2025 in West-Africa is driven 
mainly by access expansion. 
     •  Central Africa. On-grid demand in Central Africa is projected to grow at a CAGR of 8.8 percent up to 
2025, with nearly 60 percent of the growth, or 14 TWh of 2025 demand, stemming from access expansion. 
The contribution to demand growth from access expansion increases to nearly 70 percent by 2030, as se-
veral major countries in the region approach universal access relatively late.
     •  Northern Africa. Northern Africa already has near universal access, so around 95 percent of the 5.6 
percent demand CAGR up to 2025 stems from GDP growth. It is forecasted that Egypt will continue to do-
minate the region in terms of demand, accounting for more than 60 percent of the total by 2030.

Even with the very ambitious access expansion program outlined above, economic growth continues 
to be the main driver of demand, particularly in the larger economies. As see from the figure below,

Figure 1-4. 2025 net electricity demand projections
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access expansion is forecast to contribute some 146 TWh of new net consumption, or about 35 percent of 
the total increase between 2016 and 2025.

The figure below breaks the forecasted demand from access expansion down on the five regions. Even 
though East-Africa has the most ambitious access expansion program in absolute numbers, with 95 million 
new grid, mini-grid and off-grid connections, West Africa adds more on-grid connections. This is largely 
driven by Nigeria, which is forecasted to account for nearly 25 percent of new demand from access expan-
sion on the continent by 2025.

Finally, the Balmorel model also returns peak demand numbers for each country based, among other 
things, on estimated losses and demand profiles for different groups of countries. Please refer to Part B of 
Annex IV for details.

Figure 1-6. Projection of net on-grid electricity demand from access expansion program in 2020, 2025, and 2030

Figure 1-5. New on-grid demand in Africa, split by demand from access expansion, and organic growth
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2 Optimal regional power supply expansion
In order to establish baseline investment needs for the New Deal vision, a Reference Scenario has been 
developed for the primary analysis. The core of this analysis involves the optimization of power supply 
options for each of the five regions (regional groupings are found in Annex I). That is, the Balmorel Model 
minimizes the costs associated with meeting power demand in each country and across the region by 
minimizing the system (life-cycle) costs. Annex IV provides a detailed description of the key inputs and 
assumptions underpinning this optimization and the various scenarios. 
The Reference Scenario aims minimize the cost of meeting demand resulting from expected economic 
growth and the New Deal access targets, with no explicit ambitions as to domestic energy security or 
emissions reductions. Thus, it effectively provides a baseline for planning and eventually monitoring in-
vestment in and progress towards the New Deal vision.

The results of the optimization exercise for each region, presented below provides the basis for estima-
ting the generation and inter-connector investments needed to realize the Reference Scenario. Com-
bined with investment requirements related to domestic transmission and distribution (T&D), mini-grids 
and off-grid, this forms the basis for the subsequent estimates of total investment needs. Further, an analysis 
of the Reference Scenario results in light of the other scenarios provides a powerful tool for considering 
country-specific, regional and continent-wide policy and financing implications.
In the following sections, the results of the optimization for each region are presented, as are the key ob-
servations that can be made.

2.1 East Africa
Burundi, Comoros, Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Seychelles, Somalia, South Sudan, Sudan, 
Tanzania, and Uganda.
Over the next 13 years, on-grid demand in East-Africa is forecasted to grow at a CAGR of 10 percent, 
more than any other region in this study, resulting in a near quadrupling of total demand over the pe-
riod. The growth is primarily driven by rapid access expansion, with Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania, and the 
Sudan having the largest impact.

Figure2-1. Net electricity demand projections (2016, 2020, 2025, 2030)
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The following key policy takeaways are highlighted from the subsequent analysis;
    -    With almost 12 GW already under construction, only 10 GW of additional generation capacity would 
suffice to meet the forecasted 2025 demand. It follows that policy-makers and financiers should be highly 
selective in terms of which new generation projects are taken forward over this period.
    -    Solar power complemented by utility-scale batteries as well as reservoir hydropower and natural gas 
power account for the majority of new investments between 2025 and 2030. 
    -    The modelling reveals that East Africa would gain from seven GW and 11 GW of new inter-connector 
capacity up to 2025 and 2030, respectively. This includes lines already under construction. 

2.1.1 Generation expansion
With large hydropower plants under construction in both Ethiopia and Uganda, the region is expected 
to add near 12 GW of new capacity between 2016 and 2025, entirely from plants which are already un-
der construction. Adding this significant increase, representing a near doubling of total installed capacity 
in 2016, exogenously to the model leads to a capacity surplus in the region in the near term. As a result, 
very limited additional investments are required to meet demand until 2025. In fact, only an additional 10 
GW are required in the entire region until 2025, beyond what is already being constructed, despite rapidly 
growing demand. That is, from an optimization perspective, only limited additional capacity is required 
throughout the region, thus implying that policy-makers and financiers should be highly selective in terms 
of planning for new capacity. All in all, installed capacity is forecasted to increase by approximately 180 
percent from 2016 by 2025 and about 395 percent by 2030.

Figure 2-2. Exogenously specified capacity (added and retired) by a given year by country and technology
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East-Africa is in the process of developing a diverse generation mix, with substantial flexibility being 
offered by reservoir hydropower, and solar becoming highly competitive in 2025 and dominant by 2030. 
Even with the moderate flexibility assumptions applied to the region’s reservoir hydropower (see Annex 
IV), the flexibility offered by this source of power improves the viability and attractiveness of solar. In 2030, 
the optimization results in 38 percent of generation coming from reservoir hydropower and 19 percent 
from variable renewables – wind and solar. Nonetheless, the natural gas resources particularly in Tanzania 
also prove valuable, with five GW of gas-fired capacity installed in the region by 2030, 4.6 GW of which are 
added in Tanzania. While solar makes up some 32 percent of total capacity (including batteries) in 2030, it 
only accounts for 18 percent of total generation, due to low plant factors.

While renewables prove highly competitive, thermal plants already under construction and low cost 
natural gas resources in the region result in a near 70 percent forecasted increase in emissions from the 
sector between 2016 and 2025. The emission intensity (ton CO2/MWh), however, is reduced from 0.27 to 
0.18, due to the expanded role of renewables and relatively clean gas fired power. As Figure 2-3 demons-
trates, the modelled optimal solution includes significant build out of solar in most countries in the region. 
Additionally, by 2030, the model recommends investment in six GW of utility-scale battery storage, with 
Ethiopia and Sudan leading the way.

Figure 2-3. Total generation capacity by country and technology
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2.1.2 The regional power system
In addition to the back-bone inter-connector already under construction between Ethiopia and Kenya, 
and Kenya and Tanzania, the optimal solution includes several new inter-connectors. As depicted in the 
figure below, in the near term, Ethiopia’s large hydropower plants allow it to emerge as a large exporter. 
However, this situation changes significantly over the forecast period, with Tanzania emerging as a large 
exporter to Kenya, who in turn exports to Ethiopia who then exports to its other neighbours. Other larger 
inter-connectors deemed optimal include Uganda-South Sudan, Ethiopia-South Sudan and Ethiopia-Soma-
lia. Burundi, Djibouti, Eritrea, Somalia and South Sudan in particular are forecasted to be highly dependent 
on imports by 2025 and 2030, benefiting significantly from increased regional integration. 

Up to 2030, the region invests in 11 GW of inter-connector capacity, including the large inter-connectors 
already under construction. As a result, with a relatively modest average annual investment of 275 million 
USD each year, the region should emerge from relatively isolated national systems to a highly inter-connec-
ted regional power system over the period, with significant trade volumes. Again, the significant reservoir 
hydropower in the region and the inter-connectors contributing to enabling variable renewables and re-
gional system management to meet peak demands.
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2.1.3 System operations and costs
The cumulative daily production profile for the region in 2025 and 2030 is heavily influenced by the in-
ter-play between solar and hydro/natural gas in terms of meeting the daily regional demand profile. As 
can be seen from the figure below, the regional integration and optimal system-wide planning allows the region to 
harness the characteristics of different technologies and the comparative advantage of renewable and gas resources 
of each country. Indeed, the region-wide optimization is a reflection of how the Eastern African Power Pool (EAPP) 
could contribute to an efficiently run power pool which minimizes total system costs.

Total forecasted system costs are 37 USD/MWh in 2025 and 52 USD/MWh in 2030, with the cost of ca-
pital associated with hydropower and solar power as the primary driver of the cost levels.

Figure 2-5. System costs by type

Figure2-4. Hourly power generation and trade profile in 2030
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2.1.4 Aggregate investment requirements
The tables below present the aggregate investments required in the Reference Scenario for Eastern Africa from 
2018 to 2025 and 2018 to 2030, respectively.

Table 2-1. Investment requirements in Eastern Africa between 2018 and 2025 7

7 “-“ denotes no investments, while “0” denotes low investments (below 2.5 million USD). For projects already under construction, 85 percent of the investment costs are considered 
as the investment requirements. Investments in a new inter-connector between Rwanda-DRC (300 MW) are included into the calculations.
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Table 2-2. Investment requirements in Eastern Africa between 2018 and 2030 8

2.2 Southern Africa
Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, São Tomé & Príncipe, South 
Africa, Swaziland, Zambia, and Zimbabwe.
Over the next 13 years, demand in Southern Africa is forecast to grow at an average CAGR of 3.2 percent, 
resulting in an about 55 percent increase over the entire period. The sluggish demand growth in Southern 
Africa compared to the other regions in this study is largely explained by the expectation that South Africa’s mode-
rate economic growth and falling energy intensity will continue. 

8 “-“ denotes no investments, while “0” denotes low investments (below 2.5 million USD). For projects already under construction, 85 percent of the investment costs are considered 
as the investment requirements. Investments in new inter-connectors between Rwanda-DRC (300 MW) and Burundi-DRC (45 MW) are included into the calculations.
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The following key policy takeaways are highlighted from the subsequent analysis;
    -    Beyond 16.4 GW already under construction, only an additional 14 GW of generation capacity is required to 
meet the slow demand growth up till 2025. It follows that for this period, policy-makers and financiers can afford to 
be selective when planning for new capacity. 
    -    By 2030, the optimal solution suggests 47 GW of additional generation capacity, as the relative importance of 
coal plants is reduced in favour of reservoir hydropower and solar power supported by batteries. 
    -    The power systems in Southern Africa are already relatively well integrated, and only three and five GW of new 
inter-connector capacity is found optimal by 2025 and 2030 respectively.

2.2.1 Generation expansion
Including large coal plants in South Africa and reservoir hydropower in Angola, the Southern African 
region has 16.4 GW of new capacity currently under construction, to be commissioned between 2016 
and 2025. This is, however, expected to be countered by 7.8 GW of retirements by 2025, primarily coal fired capa-
city. These additions and retirements are exogenously added to and deducted from the capacity available to meet 
growing demand prior to running the optimization. While the net 8.6 GW increase is small relative to installed ca-
pacity, it does make a meaningful contribution to meeting the modest demand growth in the region. In fact, only 
an additional 14 GW of generation capacity, beyond the net 8.6 GW under construction is found to be necessary 
in order to meet demand in 2025. As a result, installed capacity is increased by approximately 35 percent and 80 
percent by 2025 and 2030, respectively. This is modest compared to the more than quadrupling of installed capacity 
found optimal for East Africa by 2030. 

Figure 2-6. Net electricity demand projections (2016, 2020, 2025, 2030)
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The region’s power supply continues to be dominated by coal-fired power in South Africa, but with 
renewables making up a significant portion of the limited new investments. This is visualised in the figure 
below, with hydro, solar, wind and natural gas all playing a role in the optimal generation mix already in 2020. By 
2030, these technologies are playing a prominent role, with solar and utility-scale batteries becoming particularly 
attractive. Mozambique, Angola and Zambia all see particularly strong growth during the period.

While generally attractive, the lack of a carbon price and modest requirements for new generation 
prevents replacement of fossil fuels and thus rapid growth in renewables. By 2030, coal plants are being 
retired and replaced by solar, hydro, and gas, coupled with utility-scale batteries. While variable renewables – solar 
and wind – only is forecasted to make up six percent of capacity (including pumped storage and batteries) and three 
percent of generation in 2025, the comparable numbers are 19 and 10 percent in 2030. By 2030, the model recom-
mends installation of 15 GW of solar power, in addition to the two GW already installed by 2016, with South Africa, 
Angola, Zambia, Madagascar and Namibia leading the way. Particularly interesting is the emerging role of batteries 
in the region, not least in South Africa, which is expected to see five GW of batteries installed by 2030, offering 
considerable peaking capacity (see Figure 2-9).

Figure 2-7. Exogenously specified capacity (added and retired) by a given year by country and technology
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2.2.2 The regional power system
The Southern African power markets are already relatively well integrated, with a number of in-
ter-connectors allowing for considerable trade. As a result, the model only includes a modest three and five 
GW of new inter-connection capacity by 2025 and 2030, respectively. Further, the overall trade volumes are rela-
tively modest. The largest volumes are traded between South Africa and its neighbours, as well as between Zambia 
and Zimbabwe. Notably, by 2030, the largest (by far) export volumes are from Mozambique to South Africa.

While there is limited need for increased integration, some new inter-connectors are deemed optimal, 
particularly between Namibia and Angola, Mozambique and Malawi, and South Africa and Namibia. The 
300 MW back-bone inter-connector between Namibia and Zambia has been in place since 2010 and represents an 
important link in the regional system. While the trade volumes are limited, the regional integration is important for 
a few countries, including Swaziland, Lesotho, Malawi, and Namibia, who is expected to meet the majority of their 
demand growth towards both 2025 and 2030 by means of imports. It is notable that with tentative modelling, which 
incorporates the hydro potential of the Democratic Republic of Congo into the region, there is insufficient demand 
in the Southern Africa region alone to justify a major build out of the Inga cascade.

Figure 2-8. Total generation capacity by country and technology
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2.2.3 System operations and costs
The regional system operations in 2030 are forecasted to be dominated by consumption and coal fired 
generation in South Africa, but with some major reservoir hydropower schemes playing an important 
role.

Total modelled system costs are 44 USD/MWh in 2025 and 52 USD/MWh in 2030, with the cost of coal 
playing a particularly important role in Southern Africa.

Figure 2-9. Hourly power generation and trade profile in 2030

Figure 2-10. System costs by type
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2.2.4 Aggregate investment requirements
The tables below present the aggregate investments required in the Reference Scenario for Southern Africa from 
2018 to 2025 and 2018 to 2030, respectively.

Table 2-3. Investment requirements in Southern Africa between 2018 and 2025 9 

9 “-“ denotes no investments, while “0” denotes low investments (below 2.5 million USD). For projects already under construction, 85 percent of the investment costs are considered 
as the investment requirements. Investments in a new inter-connector between Zambia-DRC (340 MW) are included into the calculations.
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Table 2-4. Investment requirements in Southern Africa between 2018 and 2030 10

2.3 Western Africa
Benin, Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Côte d’Ivoire, Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Niger, Nigeria, 
Senegal, Sierra Leone, and Togo.

Over the next 13 years, demand in Western Africa is expected to grow at a CAGR of 8.9 percent, resulting 
in a near quadrupling of demand over the entire period. Access expansion is the dominant driver of demand 
growth, with Nigeria alone accounting for 25 percent of the total forecasted new demand from access expansion in 
Africa up till 2030. 

10 “-“ denotes no investments, while “0” denotes low investments (below 2.5 million USD). For projects already under construction, 85 percent of the investment costs are considered 
as the investment requirements. Investments in a new inter-connector between Zambia-DRC (340 MW) are included into the calculations.
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The following key policy takeaways are highlighted from the subsequent analysis;
    -    Approximately 23 GW of new generation capacity is needed by 2025, of which nearly half (11.4 GW) is already 
under construction.
    -    By 2030, investments in 30 GW of additional generation capacity are deemed to be optimal. Even as solar 
power complemented by utility-scale batteries becomes more attractive, investments in natural gas power plants 
is expected to remain dominant.
    -    Including a line already under construction, a total of four and six GW of new inter-connector capacity is dee-
med optimal by 2025 and 2030, respectively.

2.3.1 Generation expansion
West-Africa currently has 11.4 GW of new generation capacity under construction, to be commissioned 
between 2016 and 2025. In particular, the 3,050 MW Mambilla and 700 MW Zungeru hydropower plants – cur-
rently under construction in Nigeria will form an important foundation for the future regional generation mix. Only 
1.9 GW of existing capacity is set to retire over the same period. Even with this exogenously added net capacity 
increase of 9.5 GW, the model recommends an additional 12 GW to be added before 2025. Accordingly, installed 
capacity is forecasted to increase by approximately 130 percent from 2016 by 2025 and about 235 percent by 2030.

Figure 2-11. Net electricity demand projections (2016, 2020, 2025, 2030)
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The region is projected to develop a highly diverse generation mix – geographically and technologically 
– in the optimal build out scenario. Specifically, low cost natural gas and reservoir hydropower provide the flexi-
bility required to allow significant investments in solar towards 2030. As seen from the figure below, Nigeria, Ghana 
and Ivory Coast are forecast to lead the way in terms of new capacity. Interestingly, the optimization reveals that 
Guinea and Nigeria’s reservoir hydropower potential is highly attractive, with a combined 4.5 GW of new capacity 
added by 2030. It is also notable that without a carbon price, the region experiences a significant build out of natural 
gas and even some limited coal-fired capacity.

Figure 2-12. Exogenously specified capacity (added and retired) by a given year by country and technology
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2.3.2 The regional power system
The region already has several inter-connectors, but should continue to develop this capacity as several 
key trading partners can reap benefits from the continued integration. Specifically, a total of four and six 
GW of new inter-connector capacity is deemed optimal by 2025 and 2030, respectively, with larger lines between 
Burkina Faso and Ghana, Benin and Nigeria, and Ivory Coast and Mali. Nigeria and the Ivory Coast emerge as large 
net exporters, providing flexible gas-fired power, while Guinea’s hydropower allows it to provide exports to several 
of its neighbours. The sun-rich countries of Mali, Niger, Burkina Faso and Senegal all build out significant solar gene-
ration, complemented by considerable battery storage towards 2030. 
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2.3.3 System operations and costs
With natural gas providing a solid base-load, the cumulative daily production profile is heavily influenced 
by the inter-play between solar and hydro/gas in terms of meeting the daily regional demand.

Total system costs are 49 USD/MWh in 2025 and 60 USD/MWh in 2030, with the cost of capital asso-
ciated with hydro, solar and natural gas power plants as the primary driver of the cost.

Figure 2-14. Hourly power generation and trade profile in 2030
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2.3.4 Aggregate investment requirements
The tables below present the aggregate investments required in the Reference Scenario for Western Africa from 
2018 to 2025 and 2018 to 2030, respectively.

Table 2-5. Investment requirements in Western Africa between 2018 and 2025 11

11 “-“ denotes no investments, while “0” denotes low investments (below 2.5 million USD). For projects already under construction, 85 percent of the investment costs are considered 
as the investment requirements. Investments in a new inter-connector between Senegal-Mali (120 MW) are included into the calculations.
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2.4 Central Africa
Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Congo, Democratic Republic of Congo, Equatorial Guinea, and Gabon.

Over the next 13 years, demand in the Central African  region is forecasted to grow at a CAGR of 9.4 
percent, resulting in a 250 percent demand increase over the entire period. The main driver of demand 
is access expansion in the Democratic Republic of Congo, but due to the country’s socio-economic situation and 
geography, the model backloads the relatively costly on-grid expansion. As a result, on-grid demand growth is com-
paratively sluggish in the early years. 

12 “-“ denotes no investments, while “0” denotes low investments (below 2.5 million USD). For projects already under construction, 85 percent of the investment costs are considered 
as the investment requirements. Investments in a new inter-connector between Senegal-Mali (120 MW) are included into the calculations.
13 Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Congo, Democratic Republic of Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon.

Table 2-6. Investment requirements in Western Africa between 2018 and 2030 12
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The following key policy takeaways are highlighted from the subsequent analysis;
    -    With little generation capacity under construction, nearly six GW will be required in order to meet the New 
Deal targets by 2025. This necessitates urgent action from decision makers. 
    -    Central Africa currently has only one existing inter-connector between DRC and Congo, and notably the diffe-
rent regions of DRC are not properly connected. Improving this situation should be a key priority. The optimal solu-
tion includes investments in two GW and five GW of new inter-connectors by 2025 and 2030, respectively.

2.4.1 Generation expansion
Central Africa has nearly one GW of generation capacity under construction, less than one twelfth of the 
comparable number for Eastern Africa. Therefore, significant new investments will have to materialize quickly 
in order for the region to achieve the New Deal targets by 2025. Specifically, the model reveals that an additional 
six GW is required for the regional system by 2025, compared to the one GW that has been initiated. This clearly 
demonstrates that while Eastern and Southern Africa may be able to meet substantial portions of 2025 demand by 
means of projects already under construction, Central Africa will have to significantly and rapidly intensify efforts if 
it is to provide sufficient capacity. According to the model, it is optimal to increase installed capacity by approxima-
tely 110 percent and 315 percent by 2025 and 2030, respectively.

Figure 2-16. Net electricity demand projections (2016, 2020, 2025, 2030)
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Since Central Africa currently has only one existing inter-connector, investments in new cross-border 
transmission lines are crucial for the development of an integrated power system. Specifically, the solar 
capacity is set to be added in the countries with limited hydropower potential, such as Chad and Cameroon. It is 
also interesting to note that even though the absolute generation based on natural gas is set to increase, its relative 
importance will decline as the system expands.

Figure 2-17. Exogenously specified capacity (added and retired) by a given year by country and technology
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2.4.2 The regional power system
With only one existing inter-connector in Central Africa, investments in new cross-border transmis-
sion lines are crucial for the development of an integrated power system. The existing inter-connector 
between the Democratic Republic of Congo and Congo has a capacity of only 60 MW, and notably the 
different regions of the Democratic Republic of Congo are not even properly connected. In order to reme-
dy this, and allow for better utilization of the region´s resources, investments in two GW and five GW of 
new inter-connectors are required by 2025 and 2030, respectively. New inter-connectors are deemed to 
be optimal, among others, between the Democratic Republic of Congo and Congo, the Democratic Repu-
blic of Congo and Central Africa Republic, Gabon and Congo, and the Central African Republic and Chad. 
Enhanced integration is important for many countries in the region, including Gabon and Chad, who is set 
to meet the majority of their demand growth in both 2025 and 2030 by means of imports.

Figure 2-18. Total generation capacity by country and technology
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2.4.3 System operations and costs
The 2030 regional system´s base-load largely consists of run-of-the-river hydro and natural gas, while 
reservoir hydropower provides much of the peaking capacity. Interestingly, solar power supported by bat-
teries also has a small role to play.

Total 2030 system costs are 45 USD/MWh in 2025 and 68 USD/MWh in 2030, with the cost of capital 
associated with hydro projects, solar power and batteries as the primary cost drivers.

Figure 2-19. Hourly power generation and trade profile in 2030

Figure 2-20. System costs by type
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2.4.4 Aggregate investment requirements
The tables below present the aggregate investments required in the Reference Scenario for Central Africa from 2018 
to 2025 and 2018 to 2030, respectively.

Table 2 7. Investment requirements in Central Africa between 2018 and 2025 14

Table 2 8. Investment requirements in Central Africa between 2018 and 2030 14

14 “-“ denotes no investments, while “0” denotes low investments (below 2.5 million USD). For projects already under construction, 85 percent of the investment costs are considered 
as the investment requirements. Investments in new inter-connectors between DRC-Rwanda (300 MW), DRC-Zambia (340 MW) and DRC-Burundi (45 MW) are included into the 
calculations.
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2.5 Northern Africa
Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco, and Tunisia.

Over the next 13 years, demand in North Africa is forecasted to grow at a CAGR of 5.3 percent, thus dou-
bling over the period. Because the region already has near universal access, 95 percent of this increase is driven 
by economic growth rather than access expansion. 

The following key policy takeaways are highlighted from the subsequent analysis;
    -    14 GW of additional generation capacity would be required in order to meet the 2025 demand, on top of the 39 
GW already under construction. It is therefore important that investors and policy-makers take a critical approach to 
new potential project in order to avoid over-supply. 
    -    By 2030 substantial investments in solar power are found optimal, both to meet growing demand, and to re-
place more costly fossil production. 
   -    The North African power markets are already quite well integrated. Therefore, only two GW of new in-
ter-connector capacity is found optimal by 2025, and four GW by 2030.

2.5.1 Generation expansion
With some 39 GW of new capacity under construction, the region is already on track to add net capa-
city amounting to nearly 20 GW by 2025. With gas-fired power plants in Egypt and Algeria making up the lion’s 
share, these 39 GW represent about 49 percent of the total capacity under construction on the African continent. 
Consequently, only 14 GW of additional capacity is deemed necessary in order to meet demand in 2025. That is, 
from an optimization perspective, only limited additional capacity is required throughout the region, thus implying 
that policy-makers and financiers should be highly selective in terms of planning for new capacity.

Figure 2-21. Net electricity demand projections (2016, 2020, 2025, 2030)
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The region’s power supply continues to be dominated by natural gas power, but with renewable capa-
city, mainly solar power, constituting 41 percent of the total required generation capacity additions. This 
is visualised in the figure below, with solar and natural gas playing an important role in the optimal generation mix, 
particularly after 2025. By 2030, solar technologies are becoming particularly attractive. According to the model, 
installed capacity is expected to increase by approximately 40 percent from 2016 by 2025 and about 85 percent by 
2030.

Figure 2-22. Exogenously specified capacity (added and retired) by a given year by country and technology
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2.5.2 The regional power system
While there is limited need for increased integration, some new inter-connectors are deemed optimal, 
particularly between Algeria and Libya, Algeria and Morocco, and Algeria and Tunisia. According to the 
optimization, investments in two GW and four GW of new inter-connectors are required by 2025 and 2030, res-
pectively. The amount of tradable power within the region is modest compared to its total electricity demand. The 
largest volumes are traded between Algeria and its neighbors, especially Morocco.

Figure 2-23. Total generation capacity by country and technology
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2.5.3 System operations and costs
The cumulative daily production profile is heavily influenced by the inter-play between solar and natu-
ral gas in terms of meeting the daily regional demand profile. It is interesting to note that natural gas provides 
both base-load and peaking capacity, underlining its competitiveness in this environment.

Total system costs are 47 USD/MWh in 2025 and 53 USD/MWh in 2030, with the cost of capital asso-
ciated with natural gas and solar power plants as the primary driver of the cost levels.

Figure 2-24. Hourly power generation and trade profile in 2030
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2.5.4 Aggregate investment requirements
The tables below present the aggregate investments required in the Reference Scenario for Northern Africa from 
2018 to 2025 and 2018 to 2030, respectively.

Table 2 9. Investment requirements in Northern Africa between 2018 and 2025 15

Table 2 10. Investment requirements in Northern Africa between 2018 and 2030 15

15  “-“ denotes no investments, while “0” denotes low investments (below 2.5 million USD). For projects already under construction, 85 percent of the investment costs are considered 
as the investment requirements.
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3 Total investment requirements and scenario implications
In addition to the AfDB New Deal Reference Scenario laid out above, three additional scenarios have 
been analysed, so as to explore the implications of key policy choices related to Greenhouse Gas (GHG) 
emission reductions, protectionism (trade stagnation), and access expansion. This chapter presents the 
results of these analyses, in particular as they relate to investment and system costs, along with key policy implica-
tions for decision makers. 

3.1 The AfDB New Deal Reference Scenario 
The total average annual investment required to achieve the New Deal 2025 targets is estimated at 
29 billion USD per year, or 230 billion USD until 2025 and 420 billion USD until 2030. With 80 GW of ge-
neration capacity and a few inter-connectors already under construction, it is estimated that some 75 billion USD 
out of the abovementioned 230 already is under construction. As illustrated in the figure below, the total amount 
required for Western Africa is estimated at 7.3 billion USD. A large share of this goes to access expansion and T&D 
investments, as the region, and Nigeria in particular, is set for a massive expansion of its T&D network. The relatively 
modest forecasted investments in Northern Africa are overwhelmingly related to generation expansion. 

While coal, reservoir hydropower, and gas account for most of the investment, solar and even uti-
lity-scale batteries in Southern Africa is forecasted to attract significant investment in 2025 and 
truly take off by 2030. Besides the coal capacity that is already under construction, relatively little additional 
coal (4.5 GW for the whole continent by 2030) is deemed optimal. While the daily production profiles of each

Figure 3-1. Total average annual investment cost 2018-2025 by type
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region visualizes how the base-load, variable, and peaking technologies interact, the figure below demonstrates 
how investment contributes to the required diversification of regional generation mixes.

With unprecedented amounts of capacity already under construction on the continent, and significant 
investment expected to be deployed over the next few years, additional investment needs, in particular in 
Southern and Northern Africa, are relatively low until 2025. However, as the systems continue to grow at 
cumulative rates, investment requirements are set to reach new heights in the period from 2025 to 2030.

Even without dedicated efforts to avoid emissions, the model recommends an uptick in solar and bat-
tery investments towards 2030. As for investments in solar, it should be noted that on the one hand 
this will imply falling average plant factors and a need for balancing power sources, meaning that more 
capacity is required to meet the same production. On the other hand, the investment cost per MW is 
expected to become very low over the period, thus lowering investment needs. It is also notable that 
investments in utility-scale batteries are deemed optimal in South Africa by 2025. Total battery invest-
ments are forecasted to reach 22 GW by 2030, with all regions having some batteries in the optimal 
solution. As highlighted below, the developments described here are significantly enhanced when one 
considers a carbon price, or other coordinated and dedicated action to avoid future emissions in Africa.

Figure 3-2. Average annual generation investment cost 2018-2025 by technology
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3.2 Low Carbon Scenario
In the Low Carbon Scenario, a price is set on GHG emission, to help mitigate global climate change. The 
applied carbon price is based on the team’s review of a range of estimates including World Energy Out-
look 2016 and Bloomberg New Energy Finance 2017, and is set equal to USD 20 per ton of CO2-equivalent 
emitted in 2020, USD 30 in 2025, and USD 40 in 2030.

The introduction of dedicated emission reduction ambitions and/or carbon pricing within the Low Car-
bon Scenario has dramatic impacts on the optimal generation mix, investment requirements and sys-
tem cost levels. In terms of system cost, the carbon price has the most prominent effect on the power 
system in Southern Africa, reducing the reliance on coal power plants in favor of wind, solar and hydro. 
This effect is also considerable for Eastern and Western Africa, since these regions rely on natural gas and 
partially coal in the Reference Scenario. Furthermore, the Low Carbon Scenario results in higher invest-
ment needs for all regions, and particularly for the Sothern and Northern Africa, with renewable power 
plants replacing more costly fossil production.

Greenhouse gas emissions in the Low Carbon Scenario are forecasted to be nearly 35 percent lower than 
in the Reference Scenario in 2025 and about 40 percent lower in 2030. Total 2030 emission reductions as 
compared to the Reference Scenario amount to 235 million ton of CO2-equivalent per year, equal to half 
the 2016 emissions of South Africa 16. Such a green shift, in accordance with the Nationally Determined 
Contributions set forth by all African countries during the 2015 COP 21 in Paris, would imply an increase of 
total system costs in 2030 by approximately five percent and an increase of annual investment needs over 
the forecasted period by 30 percent. Specifically, the Low Carbon Scenario would imply an increase in total 
system costs for Africa of 5.8 billion USD per year from 2030.

16 Available at: http://www.globalcarbonatlas.org/en/CO2-emissions

Figure 3-3. Average annual investment cost (total and generation) in a given period of time
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17 Power plants already under construction are excluded when comparing required capacity additions across the scenarios.

Figure 3-4. Carbon emissions in the Reference and Low Carbon Scenarios

Figure 3-5. Total required generation capacity additions by technology in the Reference and Low Carbon Scenarios 
between 2018 and 2030 17
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3.3 Trade Stagnation Scenario 18

The Trade Stagnation Scenario adds restrictions on the trade allowed in the region, to mimic a situation 
where the countries fail to further integrate their power markets. In this scenario, the building of new

18 Please refer to Part D of Annex IV for a full list of scenarios modelled in this study.

Figure 3-6. Total average annual investment cost 2018-2030 by type in the Reference and Low Carbon Scenarios

Figure 3-7. System costs by type in the Reference and Low Carbon Scenarios in 2030
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inter-connectors (in addition to the ones that exist and are under construction) is not permitted in the 
optimization, while the maximum share of imported power to cover domestic demand is also limited.

The Trade Stagnation Scenario reveals that while regional integration has surprisingly limited aggregate 
impacts on the continental level, it is nonetheless critical for several smaller countries that stand to benefit 
significantly from low cost imports. At the regional levels, the investment mix in the Trade Stagnation Sce-
nario does not differ significantly from the Reference Scenario. The most notable difference in the Trade Sta-
gnation Scenario seems to be a substantial increase in investments in run-of-the-river hydropower in Central 
Africa. The limited aggregate impact is primarily driven by the dominant role of the larger power markets wit-
hin each region and the fact that a number of major inter-connectors already are under construction. Howe-
ver, the impact of the trade restrictions is more notable in countries that in the Reference Scenario meet the 
majority of their demand growth by means of import. Such countries as Burundi, Eritrea, Swaziland, Leso-
tho, Benin, Togo, Chad, Gabon, and Mauritania would reap significant benefits from increased integration. 
The figures 3-8 and 3-9 display investments in generation for those countries that in the Reference Scena-
rio are forecasted to cover more than 50 percent of their domestic demand by import in 2025 and/or 2030.
The trade benefits also differ across regions due to the differing nature of their current power systems 
and resource base. While it is found optimal to trade significant amount of power for countries in Central, 
Eastern and Western Africa, countries in Southern and Northern Africa trade lower amount of power rela-
tive to the total electricity demand in the regions. However, while total investment in inter-connectors is a 
mere 8.9 billion USD, this increased integration results in an estimated 3.4 billion USD reduction in annual 
system costs across the continent.

19 Power plants already under construction are excluded when comparing required capacity additions across the scenarios.

Figure 3-8. Required generation capacity additions in a selection of power importing countries in the Reference and 
Trade Stagnation Scenarios 19
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20 Power plants already under construction are excluded when comparing required capacity additions across the scenarios.

Figure 3-9. Total required generation capacity additions in a selection of power importing countries by technology in 
the Reference and Trade Stagnation Scenarios between 2018 and 2030 20

Figure 3-10. System costs by type in the Reference and Trade Stagnation Scenarios in 2030
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3.4 Business-as-Usual Access Expansion Scenario
The Business-as-Usual Access Expansion Scenario builds loosely on the New Policies Scenario of the IEA 
World Energy Outlook 2014. This scenario projects that 618 million people in Sub-Saharan Africa will be 
without access to electricity by 2030. In the interest of simplicity, “electricity access” is taken to include 
grid, mini-grid and off-grid connections. To arrive at a Business-as-Usual Scenario, the overall access am-
bitions of the New Deal Scenario are reduced proportionally across the three access types by a total 150 
million connections (roughly equal to 618 million people).

Compared with the less ambitious Business-as-Usual (BaU) Scenario, the New Deal access expansion vi-
sion implies a ramping up of investment by approximately 45 percent, or about 130 billion USD over the 
next 13 years. This is equal to an average increase of USD 10 billion per year. While the lion’s share of this 
increase is related to T&D investments, the New Deal Scenario also impacts generation, as it implies an 
additional 38 GW of installed capacity compared with the BaU Scenario. The additional capacity consists 
mainly of natural gas and hydropower plants as well as solar projects and utility-scale batteries. Notably, 
the New Deal Scenario results only in a marginal increase in the total investment cost for Northern Africa 
because that region already has near universal access.

21 Power plants already under construction are excluded when comparing required capacity additions across the scenarios.

Figure 3-11. Total required generation capacity additions by technology in the Reference and Business-as-Usual Sce-
narios between 2018 and 2030 21
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Figure 3-12. Total average annual investment cost 2018-2030 by type in the Reference and Business-as-Usual 
Scenarios
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4 Implications for AfDB
The modelling results and analysis in this report have many potential policy and financing implications for the AfDB.
       • Overall investment requirements to achieve the New Deal. Achieving universal access is possible and pe-
rhaps requires less additional funding than previously thought. The estimates presented in this report indicate an 
investment requirement of some 29-39 billion USD per year to achieve universal access, if an optimal investment 
plan is realized. This implies that with good regional planning and wise investment decisions, Africa can achieve its 
high ambitions within a reasonable investment window. This analysis would indicate that the AfDB can champion 
the view that with good and coordinated investment decisions by public, private and multilateral investors the New 
Deal is possible. However, when it comes to access expansion, the indication is that the pace is already too slow 
when comparing the base year of 2016 with what must be achieved by 2025.

       • A benchmark for future investment appraisals. The analyses for each region provides AfDB staff with a 
rather detailed indication of what an optimal regional system is expected to look like, and thus what energy mix and 
inter-connectors one could expect in such a system. While the situation will change going forward, and each country 
has specific challenges, the results at the country and regional level can serve as benchmarks in terms of identifying 
and appraising future investment projects. Taken one step further, the AfDB can utilize the results to set priorities 
and actively pursue projects that are consistent with the outcomes presented in this analysis.

       • A tracking tool for monitoring progress towards the New Deal. As the estimates arrived at in this study 
present a development whereby optimal technology mixes, inter-connectors and overall investments are realized, 
the estimates provide a likely lower-bound for investments to achieve the New Deal ambitions. If followed-up and 
monitored actual investment levels and access levels can be compared against these projections to determine pro-
gress towards achieving these ambitions.

Figure 4 1. Depiction of required investment ramp-up to achieve universal access targets of the New Deal and beyond 
into 2030 (figure draws on the analysis results but is for illustrative purposes only).
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       • Sub-sector investment requirements and priorities. With more than 60 GW of generation currently under 
construction, additional generation needs are tempered in the near term. Meanwhile, the access expansion and 
demand growth rates assumed and projected in this study are aggressive, and concerted efforts will be required 
to realize them. That is, in the near term, ensuring access expansion and demand growth should be a priority, as 
such a focus will also lay the foundation for enabling further investments in generation and/or inter-connectors. 
Having said this, with such high access ambitions, there will have to be equal focus on enabling solar home system 
and mini-grid penetration. These access solutions will require as much of a policy effort as a financing one. Further, 
experience from the field would indicate that especially for mini-grids, sizeable subsidies will be required. Rapid grid 
expansion will likely require a combination of public sector lending, international grants and (cross-) subsidization. 
Private investment should not be expected to make significant contributions in the grid expansion space, and low-
cost public-/multilateral lending will likely have to carry the lion’s share of the investment. Finally, unless progress 
is made on the continent to improve the cost reflectiveness of utilities, a sustainable grid expansion is unlikely to 
emerge. Thus, AfDB’s role in working with utilities on lending for grid reinforcements, technical/commercial loss ef-
forts and policy/regulatory matters should be considered as a particular focus for its efforts in the sector throughout 
the continent. AfDB is already supporting many utilities in this regard, and it could very well establish itself as the 
leading partner in this regard, as other funders turn more and more to the private sector and off-grid solutions.

       • Role of specific countries in the regional context. This analysis allows for a comprehensive consideration 
of the relative role and comparative advantage of each sector in their respective regions. As indicated in the heat-
maps below, some countries are best served by imports, while for others it will make sense to utilize low-cost and 
flexible resources to export. With a range of starting points, unique resource bases and falling costs for renewables, 
this picture will change over time as some countries can be expected to transition from net exporter to net importer 
and vice versa. No matter, a key finding is that the role of regional integration in allowing for an increasing share of 
low-cost variable renewable is likely as important as the contribution that integrations gives in terms of volume of 
power exchange.

       • Country-level prioritization. Each country has a unique starting point. In order to achieve the ambitious 
access targets, all countries will essentially have rapidly scale up expansion efforts. One should expect significant 
variation across countries with regards to value for money, as population density, role of mini- and off-grid and 
resource-bases vary considerably. Across countries, this observation would indicate the need to prioritize funds. 
However, AfDB is likely not in a position to “cherry pick” the countries and interventions that deliver the most value 
for money, as this would imply leaving some countries to fend for themselves. This would not be consistent with the 
New Deal ambitions, which basically requires that all countries experience a considerable lift. Nonetheless, the ana-
lysis provides a basis for considering how to prioritize and stage interventions in terms of types of access, between 
sub-sectors and technologies.

       • Individual paths to universal access. With the specified ambitions of the New Deal for 2025, access to grid 
electricity will approach 100% by 2030. However, there is no doubt that mini-grids and particularly off-grid solutions 
will play a key role if the ambitions are to be achieved. Each country is unique and while all countries must expe-
rience a rapid access expansion, the path and contributions of each country to the continent-wide ambition levels 
will be unique. If this path is to be realized, one should carefully consider how to best achieve access expansion in 
each country considering the individual starting points of each country. The algorithm developed for this study and 
the resulting analysis should provide a good start for considering in which countries mini- and off-grid solutions will 
play a particularly important role until 2025.
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       • The changing energy landscape. The AfDB has embarked on its New Deal agenda in the midst of an exci-
ting transition for the global energy sector. Renewable energy sources are already the most competitive sources 
of power in most markets and the costs continue to fall. Energy efficient solutions are becoming wide-spread and 
one is witnessing a general weakening of the economic-demand coupling which is likely to dampen future demand 
growth while also increasing the economic value of every kWh delivered. Low cost variable renewables will put na-
tional and regional power systems to the test, while utility-scale battery solutions will likely come into full maturity 
during the New Deal timeframe. Finally, off-grid solutions are now offering a more complex understanding of what 
constitutes access and mini-grids will likely contribute to increased decentralized generation, which will also dam-
pen transmission investment needs. For the most part, these developments are foreseen and incorporated in this 
analysis and drive much of the results and estimates. All in all, these developments contribute to making the ambi-
tions of the New Deal less overwhelming and more achievable. AfDB will need to be at the forefront of anticipating 
and leveraging on these developments.

       • Implications of the global climate agenda for Africa. The additional costs for Africa in pursuing a low car-
bon development path are laid out in this report and provide AfDB with an opportunity to front the case for these 
costs being covered by the global community. The global policy agenda has already implied that most international 
funders are no longer willing to finance fossil-fuel based generation sources. Indeed, the global community wants to 
see a “clean development path” for Africa. Specifically, the Low Carbon Scenario implies 10 billion USD in additional 
annual investment and 5.8 billion USD in additional annual system costs from 2030 compared to an economically 
optimal development path. While the costs are not astronomical, they are real and ultimately put an estimated 
price tag on the annual cost for the continent to pursue such a development path. Surely, AfDB is in a position to 
front the continental-case for the international community to cover these costs.

In order to put the specific country-needs in the continental perspective, a series of “heat-maps” have been deve-
loped. They are meant to illustrate the outlook and priorities across the continent and within countries, as deter-
mined by the optimizations and analysis done in this report.

4.1 The evolving path to universal access
The New Deal Scenario of this study is built up so as to achieve the AfDB´s definition of universal access by 2025. 
However, each country will follow its own pace and path towards this goal. The heat maps below visualize the key 
challenges facing each region and country, so as to guide the tailoring of policies and support schemes required 
to reach the ambitious New Deal targets. More details on country-by-country rural and urban access expansion can 
be found in annex II.
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4.2 Meeting the energy demands of the New Deal
Ensuring supply of sufficient electricity to meet growing demand in an efficient and sustainable manner will remain 
a key challenge for national governments and development partners. In particular, this study clearly demonstrates 
the importance of understanding how national and regional comparative advantages can be leveraged to ensure 
rational and cost-effective utilization of the continent’s energy resources. The subsequent heat maps visualize key 
issues related to optimal power supply and capacity expansion on the continent in the Reference Scenario. 
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4.3 Concluding remarks
This study has set out to address the investment requirements to achieve the ambitions set out in the AfDB’s New 
Deal for Africa on Energy. The analysis provides a comprehensive state of the sector as the starting point for 2016 
and incorporates our best knowledge and projections as to the future of costs and technology. Accordingly, the 
results provide much more than a mere estimate of investment needs. It gives insights into country-specific and 
regional development paths, the power system operations of the future, country-specific access expansion paths, 
the value of regional integration and implications of the global push towards reduced emissions. The study offers 
both high-level continent-wide estimates and insights that are built bottom-up for all 54 countries and 5 regions. 

Box 4 Generation expansion heat maps for the New Deal ambitions
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Accordingly, the policy and financial implications of this analysis are numerous and impossible to cover in a conclu-
ding chapter without restating the full range of key findings and conclusions for each region. We encourage the 
reader to review carefully relevant parts of the analysis and consider the wide ranging implications of the results. 
The hope is that the findings and insights will provide meaning and reference points for a broad set of stakeholders 
looking for guidance as to what the global agenda implies for the continent, individual regions and each of the 54 
countries.
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       Annex I: Regions applied in the study
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       Annex II: Tabulated year-by-year access expansion numbers for each country
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       Annex III: Tabulated year-by-year net demand for each country
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       Annex IV: Study methodology and basis for analysis
This annex presents the full methodology applied in the study, organized stepwise in the following order:
         A. Access Expansion
         B. Demand Projections
         C. Transmission, distribution and inter-connector costs
         D. Generation Expansion
         E. Scenarios

   A. Access Expansion

    a) Macro level ambitions and assumptions
The starting point for the access expansion targets applied in this study is the AfDB’s overarching strategy of univer-
sal access by 2025, specifically:
      •    100 percent access in urban areas
      •    95 percent access in rural areas
Further, the AfDB strategy embraces the multi-tier access framework with regards to access, and thus opens for 
both mini-grid and off-grid solutions. The strategy foresees:

      •    140 million new connections to centralized (national) grids
      •    75 million new connections to either mini-grids or off-grid solutions

Annex table A 2014 rural and urban access rates, and 2025 targets

Following the AfDB strategy, it is assumed that most of this increase will happen by means of grid-connection. 
However, it is also assumed that, particularly for the poor and marginalized, a number of households will gain access 
by means of mini-grid and off-grid solutions (e.g. Solar Home Systems). The assumed break-down of the 2025 target 
is presented in the table below.

Annex table B 2025 access targets broken down on type of connection

Finally, it is assumed that only a very marginal percentage of the population had access to off- or mini-grid solutions 
in 2014.
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    b) Country specific base year data and assumptions
The access expansion builds on year-by-year projections of number of urban and rural inhabitants in each of the 54 
countries prepared by the World Bank 22. 

While it is difficult to encounter credible country specific data for number of households in Africa, the ARC GIS 
software applied in this study does give a continent wide average of 4.2 persons/household. Further, it provides 
country specific numbers for a few countries, as presented in the table below. Where available, these have been 
applied. In the remaining countries, the average has been applied. The average number of persons per household is 
kept constant over the forecast period.

Annex table C People per household

Finally, the base-year (2014) electrification rates, as found in the International Energy Agency´s 2015 World Energy 
Outlook 2015 are applied in the model. The numbers can be found in the table below.

22 Finally, the base-year (2014) electrification rates, as found in the International Energy Agency´s 2015 World Energy Outlook 2015 are applied in the model. The numbers can be 
found in the table below.
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Annex table D 2014 grid-access

    c) Access expansion algorithm
While the AfDB strategy emphasizes the importance of prioritization and “value-for-money” it does not attempt to 
assess how these new connections will, or should be, distributed between countries. That is;

      •    In which countries can we expect grid-connection rates to reach 100 percent during the period?
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      •    In which countries can we expect mini-grid or off-grid solutions to play an important role?

      •    In which countries should AfDB (and other partners) prioritize grid-connections versus off-grid?

      •    In which countries can AfDB best leverage country-specific conditions to achieve high access rates?

      •    In which countries can AfDB expect to significant challenges to achieve high access rates?

In order to account for these policy-related questions, the Team has developed an innovative access expansion 
algorithm to project access rates across the three technologies. This is done in a manner which; i) holds true to the 
overarching universal access by 2025 target, ii) reflects the country-specific starting point in terms of access and 
other relevant contextual factors, and iii) allows for both scenario testing and prioritization considerations for the 
AfDB with regards to level of effort and relevant strategies for access expansion in the various regions and countries. 
In practice, each country is given a “score” according to its geospatial and macro-economic starting point. The rela-
tive country scores are designed to account for the following indicators:

      •    Income level: GDP/capita

      •    Poverty level: % of population living on >1.9USD

      •    Geospatial: Population density

      •    Investment attractiveness: Doing Business score

      •    Public investment opportunity: GDP/public debt  

Specific data applied are found in the table below.

Annex table E Geospatial and macro-economic base-year (2014) indicators applied in the access expansion scoring
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Each country is then awarded a score that reflects these factors, in light of the average scores. A higher
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than average score indicates a “better” starting point for both grid-connections in urban and rural areas, and mi-
ni-grids in rural areas. The score is calculated in the following sequence:
      1) For each country the relative score for all indicators are summed up and multiplied by weights found in the    
           table below. The summed weighted relative score gives the country´s summed weighted relative score.

Annex table F Weights applied for Access Score calculations (higher weight implies greater importance of the factor 
in terms of determining pace and target for the relative access type)

      2) This summed weighted relative score is again divided by the average summed weighted relative score for all 54  
         countries to arrive at the Access Score. Thus for a country with a “summed weighted relative score” which is   
          double the average, it will have an Access Score of 2.

This scoring approach was applied to all 54 countries, with the results illustrated in the figure below. The countries 
to the left can expect to “out-perform” the average when it comes to the rate of grid expansion, while the countries 
to the right can expect to “under-perform”. 

Annex figure A Access Score for all 54 countries relative to average

The Access Score only accounts for the rate of access expansion, and does not account for the access rate in the base 
year – 2014. Thus, in order to complete the projections, the following is done:
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       1) Annex table D above, serve as the starting points.
      2) The score is used to adjust the access expansion rates (up and down) relative to the Africa-wide average ex
           pansion rate required to achieve the 2025 and 2030 targets presented in Annex table B.
      3) The access expansion rates are increased to account for those countries achieving 100 percent grid connec-
           tions before 2025, until the overall AfDB targets are achieved.

The overall results of the projections are such that the grid-access targets for urban and rural populations in Africa 
is achieved and the relative contribution of each country corresponds to its starting point and its geospatial and 
macro-economic context.

In order to complete the projections, the population not gaining access to grid or mini-grid will get access through 
off-grid solutions.
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    B. Demand Projections
The applied total demand projections are, as outlined in the figure below, an aggregate of forecasted demand re-
sulting from i) economic growth and industrialization, ii) the extraordinary access expansion program, and iii) other 
extraordinary loads. 

Annex figure B High-level presentation of the load forecast exercise

The key assumptions and data underlying the load forecast exercise are presented and discussed one-by-one be-
low. A number of the assumptions are given for groups of similar countries, which are found to have similar cha-
racteristics in terms of their electricity demand. The grouping, which is presented in the table below, builds on an 
econometric exercise conducted for the Africa Energy Sector Outlook 2040 report prepared for the Programme for 
Infrastructure Development in Africa (PIDA).

Annex table G Grouping of countries (source: Africa Energy Outlook 2040)

    a) Base year demand
The applied base-year (2014) net demand (excluding losses) for each of the 
54 countries is based on numbers presented in the IEA World Energy Out-
look 2015. Where several credible sources, as well as the initial modelling 
conducted under this assignment, contradict the data provided by WEO 2015, the numbers have been modified. 
This is the case for Equatorial Guinea and Mozambique. The applied demand is found in the figure below.
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Annex figure C Base year (2014) net grid demand

   b) GDP growth
The applied GDP growth numbers from 2014 to 2025 are obtained on a 
country-by-country basis from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) on-
line DataMapper . From 2026 to 2030, the long-run GDP growth numbers found in the table below are applied.

Annex table H Long term (after 2025) GDP growth-numbers

23 Found at: http://www.imf.org/external/datamapper/NGDP_RPCH@WEO/OEMDC/ADVEC/WEOWORLD
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    c) GDP elasticity of demand
For numbers on how demand for electricity changes as the economy grows, 
the GDP elasticity of demand, this study relies on the approximate results of 
the econometric exercise conducted by PIDA (2015). The applied numbers 
are found in the table below.

Annex table I GDP elasticities of demand for the different country groupings

    d) Extraordinary loads (exogenous demand shocks) 
In a few cases, the Team has, based on available information, found that the 
projected GDP growth does not fully account for the potential within energy 
intensive industries. In these cases, presented in the table below, exogenous 
demand shocks are introduced into the model to reflect this potential.

Annex table J Exogenous demand shocks

    e) Access expansion program 
The GDP elasticity of demand captures the access expansion that has taken 
place historically. However, it is clear that any program setting out to meet 
the access ambitions of the AfDB will entail a radical break with this histori-
cal development. Therefore, it is deemed appropriate to add the increased demand from access expansion to the 
forecasted organic demand growth. For a number of poor countries with low current access rates, the expansion 
program actually contributes the largest relative share of demand growth.

Group  

Fragile Low-income countries 0.85 

Non-Fragile Low-income countries 1.35 

Intermediate Income Countries 1.20 

Resource Rich Countries 1.15 

North Africa 1.35 
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    f) Average consumption per household 
The applied numbers for consumption per new connection in the base-year 
is based on numbers from McKinsey´s 2015 Powering Africa report 24, and 
presented in the table below. It is assumed that demand per connection 
has a GDP elasticity of 1, and so grows at the same rate as the economy as 
a whole.

Annex table K Assumed average consumption per household in the base-year

    g) Energy efficiency
It is assumed that the countries are able to improve the energy efficiency of 
their economies equal to approximately one percent of total consumption 
each year, applying improved technologies.

    h) Transmission and distribution losses
Transmission and distribution (T&D) losses are added to the total
demand. Due to the lack of credible country-specific data, the simplified loss 
assumption presented in the table below are applied.

Annex table L Transmission and distribution losses in 2016

In keeping with the expectations of losses being reduced as T&D investments increase and the grid is modernized, it 
is assumed that losses are reduced by 0.5 percentage points per year until they level out at 10 percent.

24 Available at: http://www.mckinsey.com/industries/electric-power-and-natural-gas/our-insights/powering-africa
25 Congo is assumed to have 30 % of T&D losses in 2016 based on the team’s review of a range of sources including https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/EG.ELC.LOSS.ZS
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Finally, five percent inter-connector loss is assumed for flow of electricity between countries.

    C. Transmission and Distribution

    a) Daily load profiles
The daily load curves for each country are based on the generic load profiles for different consumer groups pre-
sented in the figure below.

Annex figure D Applied generic load profiles

The daily load profile applied for each country, based on their relative share of industrial, and urban/rural household/
commercial/institutional consumption respectively, are found in the table below. 
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Annex figure E Applied daily load curves

Due to insufficient data, it has not been possible to assemble weekly/monthly/seasonal differentiated load curves.

    b) Transmission and distribution costs
Investment costs in transmission and distribution infrastructure is calculated as the number of new connections 
per year in each country, multiplied by the assumed costs per connection. Cost per connection numbers have been 
arrived at following a literature review. 

For urban connections, as well as rural off- and mini-grid connection, distances will not have a major impact on the 
cost per connection. These are therefore treated separately, as presented in Annex table N below. 

Annex table M Assumed cost per connection (except rural grid-connections)

Due to the larger distances, and greater variance in population density, the marginal cost per rural grid connection 
will increase, building on the logic that the cheapest/easiest to reach connections are made first. Also, the popula-
tion density of each country will have an impact on the cost of connection rural populations. Thus, the cost per rural 
grid connection is calculated separately for each country, applying a two-step approach.
First the average cost of each connection is established and applied following the generic values presented in the 
table below.
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Annex table N Rural connection costs

To take account of how the population density of each country impacts the cost of connecting new rural consumers, 
the generic values are adjusted for each country, with +/- 20 percent depending on how they fall relative to the 
median population density. The actual adjustments applied are found in the figure below.

Annex figure F Adjustments of rural grid connection costs to reflect the population density of each country
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Finally, T&D costs of two million USD per year is added for each country, to account for a minimal levels of invest-
ment in existing grids.

    c) Inter-connector costs
Rough cost estimates for inter-connectors between countries are estimated based on costs for planned inter-connec-
tors presented in Eastern Africa Power Pool Master Plan (2014), and the distances between the national grids of the 
respective neighbouring countries. The applied figures are found in the tables below.

Annex table O Rough cost estimates for inter-connectors by distance between neighbouring countries
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    D. Generation Expansion

    a) Balmorel model
The Balmorel model was originally developed as part of the Danish Energy Research Program, and has been used 
and developed further by several European research institutions. The model is an optimization model for analysis 
of the power sector on a national or international level, with a high temporal and spatial resolution. Balmorel is a 
partial equilibrium model, simulating generation, transmission and consumption of electricity. The model calculates 
the electricity generation per technology, time unit and region, maximizing a consumer’s utility function minus the 
cost of electricity generation, transmission and distribution.

The Balmorel model enables both (user-defined) high temporal and spatial detail levels, detailed modelling of ther-
mal and hydropower, as well as modelling of endogenous investments in new power capacities, inter-connectors 
and storage technologies. Key aspects of the Balmorel power model are:

1. Balmorel optimises production and inter-connector possibilities for one or several regions, enabling de-
tailed modelling of different pathways for the African power sector.
2. Balmorel includes a detailed investment module, which makes it well suited for investigating and optimi-
zing investment needs in a specific country or region.
3. Balmorel has a high resolution in time, enabling it to capture the multiple time series of a power system, 
including the short-term variation in demand and the supply from variable renewable energy sources like 
wind and solar, as well as the hydro reservoir dynamics.
4. The structure of the Balmorel model is highly flexible. It can be used on a regional, national and internatio-
nal level, and can easily be extended with new regions and countries.
5. Balmorel is particularly well adapted for and has been used in several analyses of integration of renewable 
power and the effect of renewable energy sources on the power sector.
6. The model inputs and optimization are particularly transparent and thus well placed as a model for an 
institution as the AfDB.
7. The model is well adapted to import large amount of data for different regions in an excel-format. The 
gathering of data in the format of excel sheets gives a useful database, open for everyone, not demanding 
special licences or advanced computer skills.
8. Balmorel is a proven, tested and internationally recognized model. It has previously been applied to a wide 
range of energy system analyses. Some applications of Balmorel that focus on investment optimization in
clude: detailed analyses of wind power investments in Europe, optimal investments in new production capa
city in a multi-regional electricity markets, optimization of investment and production costs for waste conver
sion technologies, and modelling of the Norwegian-Swedish tradeable green certificates market.
9. The application of the Balmorel model enables comprehensive high-resolution modelling of the African 
power system, ensuring that the AfDB contributes to new insights and value added to this arena.

    b) Assumptions applied in the investment model
Because the optimization model is designed to minimize total system costs, it does not inherently reflect certain 
technical or practical restrictions that may exist. To reflect reality the following restrictions on investments were 
applied:
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1. Investments in 2020
In 2020 investments in any type of resources (solar, wind, natural gas, coal etc.) for all countries, except island 
countries, are limited to 20% of their installed capacity in 2016. For countries with installed capacity below 
250 MW in 2016, the maximum limit on the investments in 2020 is set to 50 MW.
2. Investments in solar power
In all modelled years, investments in solar power are limited to 8,000 MW in countries such as Egypt, South 
Africa, Algeria, Libya and Morocco. Gross investments for every island country except Madagascar are limited 
to 500 MW. All other countries could invest in a maximum of 3,000 MW in 2025 and 4,000 MW in 2030.
3. Investments in wind power
In all modelled years, investments in wind power are limited to 5,000 MW in countries such as Egypt, South 
Africa, Algeria, Libya and Morocco. Investments are eliminated in countries with small territories (Burundi, 
Rwanda, Lesotho and Swaziland). Moreover, gross investments for every island country except Madagascar, 
as well as for countries with small territories but a coastline, are limited to 50 MW. All other countries could 
invest in a maximum of 2,000 MW in 2025 and 2030.
4. Share of solar and wind power
Share of power produced from solar and wind power plants out of total domestic power production is assu-
med to not exceed 20% in 2020, 25% in 2025 and 30% in 2030.
5. Investments in thermal power plants
Investments in geothermal power plants in Kenya are limited to 2,000 MW in 2025 and 2030. For Ethiopia 
investments in geothermal power plants are limited to 1,500 MW in 2025 and to 1,800 MW in 2030. Angola 
and Mozambique are assumed to have zero investments in natural gas until 2025. In Egypt, investments in 
coal in 2020 are limited to 2,000 MW. In South Africa investments in coal are eliminated in 2020 and limited to 
6,580 MW in 2025. Furthermore, South Africa is assumed to have a nuclear potential of 9,600 MW with a 
maximum investment of 1,800 MW in 2020.
6. Investments in inter-connectors
Minimum allowed investment in inter-connectors is set to 100 MW. Maximum allowed investment in in-
ter-connectors is 1,000 MW in 2020 and 2,000 MW in 2025 and 2030.
7. Minimum possible investments
Minimum investment allowed in onshore wind is set to 20 MW, in biomass power plants – 10 MW, in coal 
power plants – 100 MW and in natural gas power plants (except simple cycle gas turbines) – 30 MW.
8. Storage share of batteries
It is assumed that batteries can be used for storing a maximum of 25% of power generated from wind, solar 
and hydro run-of-the-river in 2025 and a maximum of 40% of power generated from wind, solar and hydro- 
run-of-the-river in 2030.
9. Regulating reserves
Regulating reserves introduced in the model are split into two categories – spinning and non-spinning re-
serves. Both types of reserves could be covered by power from hydro reservoirs, diesel, fuel oil and natural 
gas power plants. It is assumed that in every hour a country requires spinning reserves equal to a sum of 3% 
of demand including T&D losses and 5% of power produced from solar, wind and hydro run-of-the river. At 
the same time, non-spinning reserves are equal to a sum of 13% of demand including T&D losses and 5% of 
power produced from solar, wind and hydro run-of-the river.
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    c) Generation technologies
It is assumed that all thermal generation technologies that exist and are under construction (existing power plants) 
except those that are run on diesel have a 90% availability factor. Existing power plants have the same operating 
and maintenance (O&M) costs as future power plants presented in the table below. Low speed diesel engines, gas 
turbines run on diesel and fuel oil as well as combined cycle gas turbines run on diesel are included in the model as 
an existing technologies.

Existing power plants are split into three equal groups with different fuel efficiencies. Medium speed diesel power 
plants are assumed to have fuel efficiency that are 10%, 20% and 30% lower than efficiency of future power plants 
of the same type. Existing biomass power plants have fuel efficiency 10% lower than for future biomass power 
plants. Existing geothermal and nuclear power plants have the same efficiency as future power plants. All other 
existing thermal power plants are assumed to have fuel efficiencies that are 5%, 15% and 25% lower than efficiency 
of future power plants.

Annex table Q Applied costs and fuel efficiency of future thermal generation technologies 26

26 Based on Eastern Africa Power Pool Master Plan (2014), West African Power Pool: Planning and Prospects for Renewable Energy by IRENA (2013), Construction Intelligence Center 
(2017), Efficiency in Electricity Generation by EURELECTRIC & VGB (2003).
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Hydro potential (in MW) for each country is split into three equal groups with different cost levels. The first group 
of projects is assumed to have the lowest capital expenditures (cost level 1), and the costs are assumed to increase 
by 15% (cost level 2) and 25% (cost level 3) for the second and third groups. Moreover, there are three groups of 
countries that have different initial levels of capital expenditures, as displayed in the table below.

Existing hydro power plants, as well as those under construction, are assumed to have the same operating and 
maintenance (O&M) costs as future hydro projects presented in the table below. Hydro reservoirs in most of the 
countries are assumed to have an active storage of 2 weeks. Among countries that have reservoirs with 4 weeks of 
active storage are Ethiopia, Mozambique and Zambia. Hydro reservoirs in Democratic Republic of Congo (West) are 
assumed to have 1 week of active storage.

Annex table R Applied costs of future hydro power plants 27 

Solar and wind power plants have zero variable O&M costs. Future concentrated solar projects are assumed to have 
efficiency of 98% and storage capacity of 7 hours. Data on hourly viability of solar and wind power is extracted from 
Renewables.ninja.

Existing solar photovoltaic projects have O&M costs of 26.05 thousand USD per MW, and existing wind power plants 
have 48.60 thousand USD per MW. Existing concentrated solar power plants have either no storage capacity or pro-
ject-specific storage capacity ranging from 2 to 9.3 hours. O&M costs of existing concentrated solar power plants 
range from 35.20 to 39.20 thousand USD per MW.

27 Based on Eastern Africa Power Pool Master Plan (2014) and Construction Intelligence Center (2017).
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Annex table S Applied costs of future solar and wind power plants 28

Investments in battery technologies presented in the table below are allowed in 2025 and 2030. The battery tech-
nologies have a degradation rate of 10% over 5 years and zero O&M costs.
Existing hydro pumped storages are modelled in the same way as the battery technologies. Hydro pumped storages 
in Southern Africa have efficiency of 74%, while hydro pumped storages in Morocco have efficiency of 76%. Ope-
rating and maintenance costs for hydro pumped storage are assumed to be the same as for other hydro projects.

Annex table T Applied costs and efficiency of future battery technologies 29

28 Based on Bloomberg New Energy Finance (2016), Solar Thermal Electricity Global Outlook by Solar PACES, Greenpeace, ESTELA (2016), Forecasting Wind Energy Costs & Cost Drivers 
by IEA Wind (2016).
29 Based on Electricity Storage and Renewables: Costs and Markets to 2030 by IRENA (2017).
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    d) Fuel prices 30 
There are two groups of countries that are assumed to have lower price for natural gas than the price presented in 
the table below. The first group consists of countries that produce natural gas and therefore are assumed to have 
twice lower natural gas price. Among them are Algeria, Angola, Cameroon, Côte d’Ivoire, Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, 
Ghana, Libya, Mozambique, Nigeria, Congo, Tanzania and Tunisia. Countries categorized in the second group are 
assumed to have a medium price level for natural gas. Among them are Benin, Morocco and Togo, countries that 
have a good existing infrastructure for supply of natural gas, as well as Mauritania, which has potential for natural 
gas production yet lacks facilities.

Annex table U Applied fuel prices (USD/MWh)

30 Based on IEA World Energy Outlook (2016), Harnessing African Natural Gas by Economic Consulting Associates (2016), West African Power Pool by IRENA (2017), http://www.
globalpetrolprices.com/
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    e) Hydropower potential (MW)
The hydropower potential of different countries is established using Construction Intelligence Center (2017), Eastern 
Africa Power Pool Master Plan (2014), West and South African Power Pools: Planning and Prospects for Renewable 
Energy by IRENA (2013) and other country-specific sources.

Annex table V Economic hydropower potential applied in the study 
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    f) Thermal potential (MW)
The thermal potential of different countries is established using Construction Intelligence Center (2017), Eastern 
Africa Power Pool Master Plan (2014), West and South African Power Pools: Planning and Prospects for Renewable 
Energy by IRENA (2013) and other country-specific sources.

Annex table W Thermal potential of different countries
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    g) Full load hours

Annex table X Full load hours applied for hydro, solar and wind power plants (existing and new) 31 

31 Based on Eastern Africa Power Pool Master Plan (2014), West and South African Power Pools: Planning and Prospects for Renewable Energy by IRENA (2013), global solar and wind 
atlases from the World Bank.
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    h) Climate gas emissions
The technology specific climate gas emissions assumed in the modelling are presented in the table below.

Annex table Y Applied climate gas emissions for different generation technologies 32

32 Based on Eastern Africa Power Pool Master Plan (2014), West and South African Power Pools: Planning and Prospects for Renewable Energy by IRENA (2013), global solar and wind 
atlases from the World Bank.
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    i) Scenarios modelled in the study
As depicted in the figure below, six scenarios in total are modelled in this study. Four of the scenarios are deemed 
to be the most representative when analysing effect of trade stagnation, the low carbon development and the bu-
siness-as-usual path. For that reason, scenarios number 1-3, and 5 are outlined and discussed in detail in the report.

Annex figure G Scenarios analysed in the study


